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LANNES' T FUNCTOR ON SUMMANDS OF H*(B(Z/p)s)

JOHN C. HARRIS AND R. JAMES SHANK

Abstract. Let H be the mod- p cohomology of the classifying space B(Z/p)

thought of as an object in the category, ^ , of unstable modules over the Steen-

rod algebra. Lannes constructed a functor T: %f —» ̂ which is left adjoint to

the functor A i-> A ® H . In this paper we evaluate T on the indecomposable

SJ^-summands of H®s, the tensor product of 5 copies of H. Our formula

involves the composition factors of certain tensor products of irreducible rep-

resentations of the semigroup ring Fp[Ms,s(Z/p)]. The main application is to

determine the homotopy type of the space of maps from B(Z/p) to X when

X is a wedge summand of the space Z(B{Z/p)s).

Introduction

Let H be the mod-/? cohomology of the classifying space B(Z/p) thought

of as an object in the category, %f, of unstable modules over the Steenrod

algebra. This object is of fundamental importance: the fact that it is injective

in % was proved and used in Carlsson's proof of the Segal conjecture and in

Miller's proof of the Sullivan conjecture [C, M]. The functor A^> A® H from

% to ^ has a left adjoint T: % —> % constructed by Lannes [L]. He used

T to reformulate the proofs of the above conjectures for elementary abelian

p-groups and to prove the generalized Sullivan conjecture.

In this paper we evaluate the T functor on the ^-summands of H®$, the

tensor product of 5 copies of H. These summands were described by the first

author and Kuhn using the modular representation theory of the semigroup ring

R = Fp[Ms<s(Z/p)] [HK]. Our main application is to determine the homotopy
type of the space of maps from B(Z/p) to X when X is a wedge summand

of the space l(B(Z/p)s).

Our formula for T involves the composition factors of certain tensor prod-

ucts of irreducible representations of R. Because these representations are not

completely understood (even their dimensions are not known in general), these

composition factors cannot always be determined. A number of examples are

given in cases where the representation theory is sufficiently well known.

Lannes and Zarati have shown that if / is injective in %, then so is I ®

H [LZ]. In particular, H®s is injective, as are its ^-summands. In [LS],

Lannes and Schwartz classified all of the ^-injectives. In particular, they proved

that the indecomposable injectives are of the form L <g> J(n), where L is an
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indecomposable summand of some H®s and J(n) is one of the dual Brown-

Gitler modules studied by Miller [M]. Since J(n) is a finite module T(J(n)) =

J(n). The functor T preserves tensor products, so our formula can be used to

evaluate T on any ^-injective. Since T is exact, a possible application of our

results might be to evaluate T on an object A using the first two terms of an

injective resolution. We do not pursue this here.

We now outline the paper. In §1, we recall some results from the represen-

tation theory of finite-dimensional algebras and apply these to the semigroup

ring R. In §2, we give Lannes' calculation of T(H®S) and describe the %-
decompositions of H®s and T(H®S).

The evaluation of T on the indecomposable summands is stated in §3 as

Theorem 3.2. Using an explicit description of the ring homomorphism t ap-

pearing in this theorem, we give a more computational formula in Theorem 3.8.

A number of examples complete the section.

In §4, we first describe the analogs of our previous results implied by the

representation theory of the group ring R' = Fp[GLs(Z/p)]. Because of the

close relationship between the representations of R and R', these results are

essentially equivalent to the earlier ones (see Theorem 4.11). However, in this

context we can more easily describe the techniques that were used to evaluate

our formulas for small values of p and 5 (tabulated in the Appendix). At the

end of the section we find the value of T on the'Steinberg'summand, L(s) (for

p = 2). We note the intriguing isomorphism T(L(s)) = L(s)© (// <g> L(s - 1)).
In §5, we give a new determination of T(Ms(j)), where Ms(j) is a certain

summand of H®s studied by Campbell and Selick [CS]. The original result is

due to the second author [S2].

Section 6 contains our application to mapping spaces. The ^-decompositions
of H®s are topologically realized by wedge sum decompositions of the space

zZ(B(Z/p)s+). We apply a result of Lannes to describe the homotopy type of

the space of maps from B(Z/p) to X, where X is a wedge summand of

Y.(B(Z/p)s) (see Theorem 6.11). When X is indecomposable, we describe

map(B(Z/p), X) using our earlier evaluation of T (Theorem 6.12).

Throughout the paper, MSiS(Z/p) denotes the multiplicative semigroup of

s x s matrices over Z/p, while M„t„(A) denotes the matrix ring for any A

other than Z/p . We denote the semigroup ring Fp\Ms¡s(Z/p)] by R and the

tensor product Mps tPs(Fp) <s> R by S. Similarly, R' and S' denote the group

ring Fp[GLs(Z/p)] and tensor product Mps,pS(Fp)<8iR'. We write (vx, ... , v„)

for the Fp-vector space with basis {vx... , vn} . A positive integer n, in front

of a module or space will denote the coproduct of n copies of that module

or space (i.e., direct sum for modules, wedge sum for spaces). All cohomology

groups have Fp -coefficients.

Some of the results in this paper first appeared in the second author's thesis

written under the direction of P. S. Selick.

1. General representation theory

This section recalls some results from the general representation theory of

finite-dimensional algebras over Fp (see, e.g., [CR1]). Included are those ex-

amples needed for §§2 and 3. We will recall further representation results in

§4.
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Let A be a finite-dimensional algebra over Fp . An element e in A is called

idempotent if e2 — e . Two idempotents, ex and e2 , are called orthogonal if

^1^2 = ^2^1 = 0. An idempotent e which is not the sum of nonzero orthogonal

idempotents is called primitive. There exist primitive orthogonal idempotents

ex, ... , em summing to the identity with A = ©™ i Ae¡ as left ^-modules. This

decomposition is unique up to isomorphism: if fx, ... , fn is another collection

of primitive orthogonal idempotents summing to the identity, then m = n and

there is a unit u in A and a permutation a of the f with u~xe¡u = a (fi) for

i = I, ... , m .
The isomorphism classes of the modules Ae¡ appearing in the above decom-

position are called the principal indécomposables for A . Each of these modules

has a unique maximal submodule (given by Je¡, where J is the radical of

A ), so the top quotient in any composition series is well defined. The modules

Ae¡ and Ae¡ are isomorphic if and only if their top quotients are isomorphic.

Also, if V is any irreducible ^4-module, then V occurs as the top quotient of

some principal indecomposable, called the projective cover of V . The number

of times that the projective cover of V occurs in an indecomposable decom-

position of A is equal to the dimension of V over its endomorphism ring,

hom^F, V), which is a finite field of characteristic p . We summarize some

of these results in the following.

Proposition 1.1. Let A be a finite-dimensional Fp-algebra and let {Vx} be the

collection of irreducible A-modules. Let ex, ... ,em be a set of primitive orthog-

onal idempotents summing to the identity, and, for each X, choose a primitive

idempotent ex in A so that Px = Aex is the projective cover for Vx. Then as

left A-modules, A S ©^ Ae¡ = ©AtimEk(Vx)Px, where Ex = homA(Vx, Vx).

Example 1.2. The ring A = M„„(F/,) of zz x zz matrices over Fp has a unique

irreducible module V" with Fp -dimension zz. If we let e¡ be the nxn matrix

having (i, z')-entry 1 and all other entries 0, then {ex, ... , e„} is a set of primi-
tive orthogonal idempotents summing to the identity. So A = ©"=1 Ae¡ = nV" .

(Here V" is its own projective cover and the endomorphism ring is Fp .)

Example 1.3. [HK §6]. Let R be the semigroup ring Fp[Ms>s(Z/p)]. The

irreducible i?-modules can be described using Young diagrams (see §4). They

are {VX\A £ A} , where A = {(Ax, ... , As)| 0 < Ak <p-l} . For each A € A, the
endomorphism ring honiR^, Vx) is Fp . Let fi,... , fu be a set of primitive

orthogonal idempotents summing to the identity and choose fx so that Px = Rfx

is the projective cover of Vk . Then R S ©^, Rf êé ©A6A dim(Vx)Px .

Remark 1.4. The above indexing set A will be used throughout the paper.

If K is an algebraic extension field of Fp and M is an ^-module, then we

can consider the (A ® v£)-module M ® K. If K is an algebraic closure of Fp

and M ® K is irreducible, then M is called absolutely irreducible. If every

irreducible for A is absolutely irreducible, then Fp is called a splitting field for
A.

Proposition 1.5 [CR2, 3.56(iii)]. Let A and B be finite-dimensional Fp-algebras
each having Fp as a splitting field. If M and N are irreducible modules for A
and B respectively, then M ® A is an irreducible (A ® B)-module.

For the rings in the above two examples,  Fp  is indeed a splitting field.
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Applying the proposition gives the following.

Example 1.6. Let 5 be the ring

M„,„(Fp)®Fp[Ms,s(Z/p)].

Then {F"®F^}/leA is a complete set of irreducibles, and {e¡®fj\ i = 1, ... , zz ;

j - I, ... , N} is a set of primitive orthogonal idempotents summing to the

identity. (These idempotents are clearly orthogonal and sum to the identity.

They are primitive since there are n • N of them, which is the sum of the

dimensions of the irreducibles.) We can take ex ® fx as a primitive idempotent

for the projective cover of V ® Vx .

Remarks 1.7. The rings M„y„(A) and M„;„(FP)®,4 are isomorphic in the usual

way. Example 1.6 can also be thought of as a special case of Morita equivalence.

Now let B be another finite-dimensional algebra over Fp with irreducibles

{Wß}, primitive idempotents fß , projective covers Qß = Bfß , and endomor-

phism rings Eß = hom5(H/i, Wß). Given an algebra homomorphism t: A —► B

and a primitive idempotent e\ in A, the following proposition describes the

idempotent decomposition of x(ef) in B. Given a 5-module W, x*(W)

denotes the ^-module obtained by restriction of scalars.

Proposition 1.8. The following numbers are equal:

(i) the number of copies of Qß in a principal indecomposable decomposition

ofBx(ex),
(ii) the Fp-dimension of horn b(Bx (ek), Wß) divided by the F ¡¡-dimension of

(iii) the F ¡¡-dimension of horn A(Aex, x*(Wß)) divided by the Fp-dimension

of Eß, and
(iv)  the multiplicity of Vx in x*(WM) times the F p-dimension of nom A(VX, Vf)

divided by the Fp-dimension of Eß .

(The multiplicity of an irreducible module V in a finite-dimensional module

W is the number of times that V occurs as a quotient in a composition series

for W.)

Proof. The equality of (i) and (ii) follows from [CR1, 54.11, 54.14], the equality
of (ii) and (iii) follows from [CR2, 2.19, 2.6] and the fact that Bx(ef) = B ®A
Aex, and the equality of (iii) and (iv) follows from [CR1, 54.14, 54.19].   D

2. Decompositions of H®s and T(H®s)

This section describes the ^-decompositions of the objects H®s and T(H®S).

We begin with Lannes' calculation of T(H®S). The complete proof is shown to

set up notation to be used later. Next we show that the endomorphism rings for

H®s and T(H®S) are the rings R and S from above. By applying results of
§1 to these rings, the complete decompositions of H®s and T(H®S) are stated.

Let Jf denote the category of unstable algebras over the Steenrod algebra.

There is a free functor, denoted F^ from the category of graded vector spaces

to the category Jf. It is well known that H®s is the free unstable algebra,

Fjr((ti, ■■■ , is)), on the graded vector space (tx, ... , ts), where the tj have
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degree one, and that

f F2[*i ,...,ts],    with Sqx (tj) = t), qx for p = 2,

Fs?((tx,...,ts)) = l E[tx,...,ts]®Fp[ßtx,...,ßts],

with Px(ßtj) = (ßtj)P, forp odd,

where E denotes the exterior algebra over Fp .

In addition to T : %f —> %, Lannes constructed a functor T& : 5f —> 3?

which is left adjoint to K i-> K ® //. The following proposition gives a rela-

tionship between F and T%.

Proposition 2.1 [L, 3.4]. There is a natural equivalence between T% and the

restriction of T to SZ. In particular, T(H®S) s T^(H®S).

Since H®s is a free ^-object, it is easy to compute T^(H®S) and hence

T(H®S). Let B(s) denote the free unstable algebra on the graded vector space

(bi, ... , bs), where the b¡ have degree zero. Then B(s) is the free p-Boolean

algebra (an Fp-algebra with xp = x for each element x ) with generators

bx, ... , bs and with the Steenrod algebra acting trivially.

Proposition 2.2. [L, 3.4]. As objects in 3t, T(H®S) 2 B(s) ® H®s s psH®s.

Proof. It follows from the construction of T% that

Tx(H®°)*Tx(Fs((h,...,ts)))

= Fjr((ti ® t*,..., ts ® t*, h ® 1*,..., ts ® 1*)),

= Fjr((ti ® /*,..., r, ® i*>e (ii ® 1*,..., ts® 1*))

^y3(5)®/78i.

Here v3(i) is the free /z-Boolean algebra on bx, ... , bs, where b¡ = tj ® t*,

and the last H®s is the free unstable algebra on lx, ...ls, where lj = tj ® 1*.

As an algebra, 73(5) is semisimple and commutative, so must be isomorphic

to a direct sum of fields. Since Fp is the only field of characteristic p which

is /»-Boolean, it follows that B(s) = ©^=1 Fp . The second isomorphism of the

proposition follows.   □

Now we turn to the direct sum decompositions in ^. For any module M in

%, a (finite) orthogonal idempotent decomposition of the identity, 1 = E¿e¿, in

the endomorphism ring, hon%(M, M), induces a ^-decomposition of M :

M = ©, e¡M. If the endomorphism ring is a finite-dimensional Fp-algebra,

then, as in § 1, there is a primitive orthogonal idempotent decomposition of the

identity giving a splitting of M into indécomposables. The next proposition

shows that the endomorphism rings of the modules H®s and T(H®S) are

indeed finite-dimensional Fp-algebras.

Proposition 2.3. (i) hom%(H®s, H®s) s Fp[Ms.s(Z/p)],

(ii) hon%(7?(s), 75(5)) a MpS pS(Fp), and

(iii) hom^(F(7V^), F(7V^))^M/,s,/,s(Fp)®Fp[MJ,J(Z//7)].

Froo/. Part (i) is a result of Adams, Gunawardena, and Miller [AGM, p. 438;

L, W]. Since the Steenrod algebra action on 75(5) is trivial, part (ii) is clear.

Part (iii) follows from (i), (ii), and Proposition 2.2.   D
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Note that we are denoting the ring in (i) by R and the ring in (iii) by S.

The representation theory of these rings was described in § 1. Each of the idem-

potents fx in R (Example 1.3) gives an indecomposable summand fxH®s of

H®s. Throughout the paper, this summand will be denoted H®s. Part (i) of

the next proposition is from [HK].

Proposition 2.4. As objects in W,

(i) H®° s ©,eAdimF,,(FA)77f , and

(ii)  T(H*') - ©,eAdimF,(K^ ® Vx)H®s 2 ©,6A/>* dimFp(F,)7Yf .

Proof. Part (i) follows from Example 1.3 and Proposition 2.3. Part (ii) follows

similarly using Example 1.6, except for the fact that the summand corresponding

to (VPS ® Vx) is H®s. This follows from

(*, ® fx)(B(s) ® H®s) ̂  Fp ® fxH®s s fkH®s.

(Of course, (ii) follows easily from (i) and Proposition 2.2, but we wish to

emphasize the representation theory here. The fact that H®s corresponds to

VpS ® Vx is used in the proof of Theorem 3.2 below.)   D

Remark 2.5. The above decomposition of H®s can be realized by stable wedge

decompositions of the classifying space B(Z/p)s+ . The summand corresponding

to X £ A is denoted by exB(Z/p)s+ and can be defined by a certain telescope

construction (see §6).

We end this section with a result which relates the summands of //®'î_1)

to those of H®s. When Xs = 0, the Mí;í(Z//z)-representation V^lt...fis_uo)

is'induced'from the representation V/^.Ajl) of Ms_[iS_i(Z//)). This in-

duction procedure is quite complicated (see [HK, §4] or [CP]); however, it is

possible to prove the following.

Proposition 2.6 [HK, 6.2(2)].  ^ .^ >0) = "(tl'L) ■

3. The ring homomorphism t

Since T is an adjoint, it is additive and therefore induces a ring homomor-

phism
T: hom%(H®s, H®s) -» hom%(T(H®'5), T(H®S)).

We denote the associated homomorphism from R to S by x. The first result

of this section gives a formula for the evaluation of the T functor on the

indecomposable summand H®s of H®s (Theorem 3.2). The coefficients axß

appearing in this formula involve the composition factors of the restrictions of

certain 5 modules to R. To simplify the evaluation of these coefficients we give

an explicit algebraic description of the homomorphism x, and we determine

the composition series of B(s) regarded as an A-module (Theorem 3.8). The

end of the section lists a number of conditions on the akß resulting from the

representation theory.

Lemma 3.1. If e £ non\%(H®s, H®s) is an idempotent associated to the sum-

mand A of H®s, then T(e) is an idempotent associated to the summand T(A)

of T(H®S).

Proof. The composition A -Ú H®s -£> A is the identity, so T(A) ^ T(H®S) T^]

T(A) is the identity, and T(A) = T(e)T(H®s).
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Recall that x,(W) denotes the i?-module obtained from the ¿"-module W
via restriction along x.

Theorem 3.2. For AsA, T(Hfs) - ®ß€KctxßH®s, where axß is the multiplic-

ity of Vx in xt(VPs ® Vß).

Proof. Let ex in R be an idempotent defining the summand Hfs. By Lemma

3.1, x(ex) is an idempotent for T(H®S). By Proposition 1.8, the number of

copies of the summand corresponding to ei®eß in x(ex) is the multiplicity of

Vk in x*(VpS ® Vß). By the proof of Proposition 2.4, the summand correspond-
ing to ex ® eß is H®s.   o

Remark3.3. For a spectrum 7, let k,(Y) be the K (t)*-dimension of K(t)*(Y),

where K(t) denotes the rth mod-p Morava 7^-theory. Kuhn has shown that

kt(exB(Z/p)s+) is the Fp-dimension of hom%(H®s, H®'). Using the adjoint-

ness of the T functor, this equals the Fp-dimension of hom%/(T'(H®s), Fp)

which in turn equals the number of copies of H$s 0) in T'(H®S). The axß

can therefore be used to determine these Morava TY-theory dimensions (com-
pare [K2, 1.6]).

We now describe the homomorphism ß : R —> MpS iPs(Fp) given by the action

of MSiS(Z/p) on B(s). Recall that 73(5) is the free /7-Boolean algebra on

bx, ... , bs, so has as basis the monomials {b'xlb'22 ■ ■ ■ b'ss\ 0 < i¡ < (p - 1)} .

Let m £ MStS(Z/p) act on the vector space (bx, ... , bs) in the usual way

and extend this action multiplicatively to the basis elements. Let ß(m) be the

associated linear mapping of B(s). Since ß(mxm2) - ß(mx)ß(m2), ß extends

to give a ring homomorphism from Fp[Ms<s(Z/p)] to MpipS(Fp).

Now let A : R —> R ® R be the linear extension of the map m >-► m® m for

m £ MíjiS(Z/p). This is the 'diagonal' map used to define the internal tensor
product of two Ä-modules. The next theorem first appeared in the second

author's thesis (for p - 2).

Theorem 3.4. The ring homomorphism x: R —> S is equal to (ß ® 1) o A.

Proof. Since both maps are ring homomorphisms it suffices to show that x(m) =
(ß ® l)(A(zn)) for each matrix m £ MStS(Z/p). Furthermore, both x(m) and

(/3®l)(A(w)) represent algebra maps in hom^(T(H®s), T(H®s)), so it suffices

to show that t(ztz) and (ß ® l)(A(zzz)) are the same on the generators b¡ ® 1

and 1 ® lj defined in the proof of Proposition 2.2.
As before, H®s = Fx((tx, ... ,ts)), where the tj have degree 1, and T(H®S)

- Fjr((tji ® t*, tj ® 1*)). It follows from the construction of T [L] that the
adjoint of the identity on T(H®S) is a map

ad(l)://^^7V®F(7V®i)

which takes tj to r®(r7-®r*)+l®(^®l*). The matrix m, acting on V, induces

an algebra map on H®s. The adjoint of t(zzz) is the composition of this map

with ad(l). This composite takes tj to t<8>(m(tj)®t*) + l®(m(//)® 1*). Thus

x(m)(tj®t*) = m(tj)®t* and x(m)(tj® 1*) = m(tj)® 1*. From the definitions
of bj and tj , we have

x(m)(bj ® 1) = x(m)(tj ® f) = m(tj) ® t* - m(bj) ® 1

and
x(m)(l ®lj) = x(m)(tj® V) = m(tj)® I* = 1 ® m(ij).
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On the other hand,

(ß(m)®m)(bj®l) = m(bj)®l   and   (ß(m) ® w)(l ®7;) = 1 ® w(77).   G

Corollary 3.5. As R-modules, x*(VpS ® Vß) and ß*(VpS) ® Vß are isomorphic.

So the coefficient axß in Theorem 3.2 is the multiplicity of Vx in ß*(VpS)®Vß.

We now determine the composition factors of ß*(VpS) = ßt(B(s)). For

i = 0, ... , s(p-I), let Bi be the subspace of B(s) spanned by the monomials

of polynomial degree less than or equal to i. For each i, 73, is an 73-submodule

of 73(5), and 730 ç 73! ç • • • ç Bs[p_X) = 73(5).

Let F = Fp[jci , ... , xs]/(xp, ... , xP) be regarded as an Ä-module in the

usual way, and let Pd denote the span of the monomials in F having polyno-

mial degree d. It is easy to see that Bd/Bd_x = Pd .

Notation 3.6. For 0 < d < s(p - 1), write d = a(p - 1) + b with 0 < b < p - 1.
Let X[d] e A be the sequence (Xx , ... , Xs) with Xa = p- 1 -b, Xa+X = b, and

X¡ = 0 for i t¿ a, a + 1.

Lemma 3.7. For d = 0, ... , s(p - 1), the modules Pd are distinct and irre-

ducible, and Pd S Vk[d]

Proof. The first statement is [K2, 4.1], and the second is [CK1, 6.1].   D

So the Vx[d], d = 0,..., s(p - I), are the composition factors of B(s).

Combining this with Corollary 3.5 gives the following formula for aXß .

Theorem 3.8. In Theorem 3.2, we have

s(p-l)

aXß =  ^   the multiplicity ofVx in (VX[d] ®Vß).

To state the next proposition, we need a few definitions. A finite sequence

of nonnegative integers X — (Xx, k2, ... ) is p-regular if 0 < X¡ < p - 1 for all

i, and is bounded by s if X¡ = 0 for i > s. (Note that the indexing set A

consists of the p-regular sequences that are bounded by 5 .) Given another finite

sequence p = (px, p2,...), we say that X < p if, for each k, J2j=i (Z)i7- ^<) ̂

YÏj=iŒHjßo ■ The sequence X + p equals (Xx + px, X2 + p2, ...).

Proposition 3.9 [CK1, 3.7]. Let X, p and v be p-regular sequences.

(i) If Vx is a composition factor of Vß®Vv , then X<p + v.

(ii) If p + v is again p-regular, then Vß+V occurs precisely once in Vß ® Vv .

Corollary 3.10. (i) alß = 0 if X> p + X[s(p - 1)].
(ii) aXß = I if X = (XX, ... , Xs-i ,p- I) and p = (Xx, ... , Xs-X, 0).

Proof. It is easy to see that X < p if and only if X + v < p + v . The sequences

{X[d]} are ordered by X[0] < X[l] < ■ ■ ■ < X[s(p - 1 )]. By taking v = X[s(p - 1 )]
in Proposition 3.9, the corollary follows from Theorem 3.8.    D

We end this section with some simple results for the aXß implied by the

above.
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Example 3.11.  H®s_0) = Fp and F(FP) = Fp , so

J 1    if(px,...,ps) = (0,...,0),
«(o,...,o)(„,...,fc)-|0   otherwise_

Example 3.12. F(o,...,o) is the trivial 7?-module (sending each m £ MStS(Z/p)
to 1), so

f 1   if A = X[d],
" = (0.9»**-{o   otherwise

Example 3.13. By Proposition 2.6,

fl(A,.A,_, ,0)(ßx ,...,ns-x ,0) = fl(A,,_.A_,)(7i,,...,!(,_,) >

and

a(X{,...,as_,,0)01,,...^-,,ft) = 0   when /zs ^ 0.

Example 3.14.  ^o,...,o, i) is the determinant representation, Det, and, for Xs <

P-l, V(xx,...,xs) ® Det 2 F¿,.Aj_, tXs+x. For 1 < k < p - 1, Dei* sends the
singular matrices to zero and is invertible when restricted to the nonsingular

matrices. It follows that

if 0 < Xs, ps < p - 1,    then a{Xí ,...,x¡){ltl ,...,A) = a{Xi.Xs+i)(m ,...,«,+0 ■

Example 3.15. For 5=1, each of the Vx is a power of Det (where Det0 is

the trivial representation). The ct(Xi)(ßx) for Xx = 0 or px - 0 are given above.

„    . ,_ /2   ifXx=px,
ForXx,px¿0,    a{Xl){ßl) = [i   otherwise_

Example 3.16. For s = 2, the tensor products of all of the irreducible represen-
tations of Fp[M2j2(Z/p)] have been determined by Glover [G]. It is therefore

possible to determine all of the aXß when 5 = 2. (It is also possible to use the

techniques from Carlisle's thesis described in the next section to compute these

aXß.)

4. Representations of Fp[GYs(Z/p)]

This section has two parts. In the first part we describe the analogs of our

previous results induced by the representation theory of the group ring R' =

Fp[GLj(Z/p)]. We state in Theorem 4.11 how the coefficients a'k appearing

in this section relate to the axß appearing above. In the second part of this

section we sketch how the irreducible modules for R' are constructed using

Young diagrams. We also describe those results which were used to tabulate

the axß for small values of p and 5 (see the Appendix). The final result in

this section gives a closed formula for T(H®S 1}) (the 'Steinberg' summand)

when p = 2. We were somewhat surprised to see that this module is almost

isomorphic to the tensor product H ® 77,®^"'^ .
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Example 4.1 [JK, Exercise 8.4]. The irreducibles for R' are [V[\ X £ A'} , where

A' = {X G A| 1 < Xs < P - 1} ■ For each X £ A', the finite field hom^F/, V[)
is Fp ; also, Fp is a splitting field for R'. Let f[, ... , f'N, ,bea set of primitive

orthogonal idempotents summing to the identity, and for each X £ A', choose

f[ so that P[ = R'fx is the projective cover of V¡ . Then R' s ©Jt R'fj *

©,GA,dimFp(F/)F;.

Example 4.2. Using Proposition 1.5 and the notation from Example 1.2, we

see that the set of irreducible representations for the ring S' = M„ „(Fp) ®

Fp[GLs(Z/p)] is {Vn® V[}xeh,. The set {e¡®fj\ i= 1 ,...,«;/= 1, !.., A'}
is a collection of primitive orthogonal idempotents summing to the identity, and

we can take ?i ® f[ as an idempotent defining the projective cover of ( V" ® FA').

As in §2, each idempotent f[ in R' gives a summand f[H®s of 7¥®s. We

denote this summand by (H®s)\. (Note that the subscripts for the (H®s)\ are

taken from A', not A.)

Proposition 4.3. As objects in %,

(i) H®* s ©^ dim?p(Vl)(H®%, and

(ii)  T(H*°) ~ ©A6AdimFp(^ ® F/)(77^.

It is clear from the description of x in Theorem 3.4 that x(R') C 5". Let

/?': R' —> Mpípí(Fp) and t': i?' —> S' denote the restrictions of /? and t to
R'. The same proofs as before give the following.

Theorem 4.4.   T((H®%) = ©„eA, a'Xfl(H®%, where

a'Xß = the multiplicity ofVx' in x',(VpS ® V[f)

= the multiplicity ofV[ in ^(VpS) ® V¿

s(p-\)

=   ^2   me multiplicity of V{ in (V[,[d] ®Vß).
d=Q

Here X'[d] is the same as X[d], but with Xs changed to p - 1 whenever it is

zero. (Note that X'[0] = X'[s(p - l)] = (0, ... , 0, p - I).)

Definition 4.5. An object in % which can be written as a sum of terms of the

form (H®s)'x will be called a group summand.

The following corollary of Theorem 4.4 is immediate.

Corollary 4.6.   T takes group summands to group summands.

Here are a few simple examples (which should be compared to §3).

Example 4.7. For p = (0, ... , 0, p - 1 ),

j- 2   ifA = (0,...,0,p-l),

a'Xll = \  1    ifX = X'[d], d¿0,s(p-l),

I 0   otherwise.

Example 4.8.   VL     0 k) is the kth power of the determinant, so

fl(Ai,...,A,)(ii,,...,«,) = û(A,,...,Aî+l)(/i,,...,/iJ+l)'

where, when Xs + 1 or ps + 1 equals p it is changed to 1.
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Example 4.9. 5=1. Here 1 < Xx, px < p - 1, and

{.

2   if Xx = px,

a(M)(ni)-\ i   otherwise.

aXß

We now relate these results (using R' ) to those in the previous sections

(which used R). For X £ A, let Xo = (Xx, ... , Xs-X, 0) and let Xp~x =

(Xx, ... , Xs_x, p - 1).

Proposition 4.10 [HK, 6.2]. For X £ A',

(i) if Xs¿p-l, then (H®s)'x & H®s ; and

(ii) if Xs = p - 1, z7z<?zz (77®^ S ff®* © flf.

Proof. This follows from Examples 4.1 and 1.3, and Proposition 1.8 applied to

the inclusion of R' in R.   D

Theorem 4.11. Let X and p be elements of A. Then

a'xßP-x ifXs¿0,p- 1, ps = 0,

a'kß ifXs¿0,p-l, ps¿0,

aV-' ~ a*0" if^=P-l, Ps = 0,

a'ip ifXs=p-l, ps¿0.

(The values for Xs = 0 were given in Example 3.13.)

Proof. By Proposition 4.10, (H®s)'x = //f* for Xs ¿ 0, p - 1, and (/Y®*^ =

H®0S © ¿if* for A, = p - 1. Theorems 3.2 and 4.4 give

T(H$s)=®aXoMH®°

fi€A

= 0 a^ßHT '
ßs=0

T(H®s)=Q)axßH®s

= @akllHf®    0    alßHfs®   0   aXßHfs,    and
/ís=0 /ts^0,p-l ßs=p-\

t((h®%) = 0 ^(//^); =   0 aAp(//^); ©   0  ^(//^);
|i€A' Ä=P-1 ft#0,p-l

ps=p-l ßslt0,p-\ ßs=P~l

The result then follows by comparing coefficients.   D

Using Theorem 4.11, we now determine the values of the axx.

Example 4.12.  axx equals one more than the number of nonzero X¡ 's in X.
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Proof. <Z(o,...,o)(o,...,o) = 1 by Example 3.11. The result follows by induction
from the following. If Xs / 0, then

aix = aXx =<i'Xi,...,Xs_l,p-i)(Xi,...,Xs_x,p-i)

= <H.xl,...,x^x ,o)(Xx.as_,,0) + a{Xl,...,*,_, ,p-i)(Xx,...,Xs_x,o)

= fl(lll-lL.1)(l1.*,_,) + 1-

The first and third equalities are from Theorem 4.11, the second is from Exam-

ple 4.8, and the forth is from Theorem 4.11 and Corollary 3.1(h).   D

For the second part of this section we recall some further results about the rep-

resentations of R' = Fp[GLs(Z/p)] (see [JK, Chapter 8]). Let X = (Xx, X2, ...)
be a finite sequence of nonnegative integers and, for j = 1, 2, ... , let a¡■ =

Y%L¡ h ■ The Weyl module, W'x is defined using the Young diagram having a¡

nodes in the ;th row. For example, WÁ 2 2) has diagram:

X   X   X   X   X
X   X   X   X
X   X

There is a certain bilinear form Oa: W'x ® W'x -> Fp satisfying ^x(mx, y) =

&x(x > m'y) f°r m G GLs(Z/p) and x, y £ W'x, where zzz' denotes the trans-

pose of m. It follows that W'XL = {w e WJ[\®x(w ,v) = 0, Vv £ W'x} is an

Fp[GL,(Z/p)]-module. Let V'x = W'X/W'XL .
Recall that X is p-regular if 0 < X, < p - 1 for each i, and is bounded

by 5 if Xj = 0 for i > s . In the following proposition we collect some of the

properties of the Weyl modules.

Proposition 4.13 [JK, Chapter 8]. (i) If X is not bounded by s, then W'x = 0.
(ii) For X bounded by s, Vx is irreducible and occurs exactly once as the top

composition factor in any composition series for W'x .

(iii) For X p- regular and bounded by s, the Vx for 0 < Xs < p - 2 are

distinct and give a complete set of irreducibles for R'.

(iv) WL     0) = V^0     0) is the trivial module.

(v)  WL     0 [, = VL     ,,, the determinant representation, Det, and Detp_

is trivial.

(vi) W¡ ® Det ^W'x¡_x¡_íXs+l), so F;®Det^F('i)-)Aji>,j+1).

Remark 4.14. For R = Fp[Mi;S(Z/p)], there are Weyl modules Wx and irre-

ducibles Vx defined in a similar fashion [HK, §6].

Notation 4.15. Recall that A = {X\X p-regular, bounded by s} and A' = {X £
A\ 1 < Xs < p - 1} . Now let A" = {X £ A| 0 < Xs < p - 2} . By (iii) above, the
set {Vx\X £ A"} gives a complete set of irreducibles for R'. By (v) and (vi),

the set { V[\ X £ A'} gives the same set of irreducibles. We hope that the reader

will not be confused by the appearance of two indexing sets for these modules.

When comparing the R'- and 7?-modules (e.g., Theorem 4.11, Appendix) we

prefer the set A'. But when dealing only with R' (e.g., Proposition 4.16) the

set A" is preferred.

Part (ii) of Proposition 4.13 says that Vx occurs exactly once as a compo-

sition factor of W'x . The next result is concerned with the other composition

factors of Wx . Recall the definition of X < p given before Proposition 3.9.
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Proposition 4.16 [CK1, 3.6]. If Vx , with X £ A", occurs as a composition factor

of W^, then X<p.

Since we are only interested in composition factors of various modules, we

may as well work in the representation ring of R', where [M] = [M'] + [M"]

when 0 —► M' —► M —> M" —► 0 is exact. There is a well-known formula

called the Littlewood-Richardson rule which writes the tensor product W'x ® W'ß

as a sum of Weyl modules [JK, 2.8.14]. In fact this formula is combinatorial

depending only on X and p (and independent of p and s ). We remark that

each W¿ occurring in Wx ® W'ß has n(v) = n(X) + n(p), where n(X) is the

number of nodes in the Young diagram corresponding to X.

It follows from Propositions 4.13(h) and 4.16 that if we knew the composi-

tion factors of all of the Weyl modules, then using the Littlewood-Richardson

rule we could inductively determine the tensor products of all of the irreducibles.

For small values of 5 and p , Carlisle determined the composition factors of

many of the Weyl modules in his thesis [Car]. For p-regular X, he proved the
following.

Proposition 4.17 [Car, §4]. Let X be in A" .
(i) For 5=1 or 2 :  W[ = V¿ .

(ii) For 5 = 3: if Xx + X2 > p - 2 and 0 < Xx, X2 < p - 1, then

W(M,h,h) = V(lx,h,h) + V(p-2-X2,p-2-Xx ,Xx+).2+l}-p+2)>

otherwise

w(it,i2,ii) = v(ix,h,h)-

(iii) For s = 4 and p = 2 : if X ¿ (1, 0, 1, 0), then W'x = V'x .

"(1,0,1,0) = ^(l, 0,1,0) + ^(0,0,0,0) •

For the smallest non-p-regular sequence, there is the following formula.

Proposition4.18[Car, 2.21].   W(p,0,...,0) = ^^....o^E^-l)"^-^.^,.)
where 0a denotes the sequence with a zeros.

To determine further decompositions, Carlisle tensors the above formula with

a fixed Weyl module and applies the Littlewood-Richardson rule. The resulting

equations for the W'x can often be used to determine the composition factors
inductively.

With these techniques and Proposition 4.17, we have determined all of the

a'X/l for p = 2, 5 = 4 ; p = 3 , 5 = 3; and p = 5 , 5 = 2. (Many of the formulas

we needed were already in Carlisle's thesis.) The corresponding aXß can then

be determined from Theorem 4.11. The results are tabulated in the Appendix.

The module V!_x p_n is known as the Steinberg representation and has

a number of nice properties. For instance, it is both irreducible and projective.

Also, it equals W^_x     p_1).  The corresponding i?-module  F(p_!,...,p_i) is

associated to the summand H?s_x ,, which is isomorphic to H*(L(s)),

where L(s) is a stable wedge summand of the classifying space B(Z/p)s+ [MP].

For p = 2, we give the complete decomposition of T(H^S_{     p_1)).

Theorem 4.19. For p — 2,

T(H(\ ?...,!)) - ^(l,...,l,0)®^(l!..., 1,0,1) ® '"® ^(0?1,...,1) ® (S+ 1)#(1,.„,1)'
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Proof. The zero coefficients follow from Corollary 3.10(i): £i(i,...,i)// = 0 when

Z¡/=i Pi < s - I. The first nonzero coefficient follows from Corollary 3.10(h),

a(\.1)(1,...,1,0) = 1 •

Recall that Xo denotes the sequence (Xx, ..., Xs-X,0) when X = (Xi, ..., Xs).

Fix X = (1, ... , 1) and p = (1,..., 1, 0, 1,..., 1), where ps ^ 0. Again by
Corollary 3.10(i), aXß0 = 0. By induction on s (using Example 3.13), aXoßo = 1.

Two applications of Theorem 4.11 give aXß = a'x  = a'0 + axoßo = 1.

For the final coefficient, a(1 ,...,i)(i,...,i) = 5 + 1, use Example 4.12.   D

This result is surprisingly similar to the following tensor product.

Proposition 4.20 [CK2, 6.1]. For p = 2,

H®H(\,...,i) — ̂ (i*...,i,o) ®H(\S,..., 1,0,1) ®'"®H(Q,i,...,i) ®sH(\S,...,\)-

It follows that  f(7Y®*    1}) 2 H ® H®{°-l)x), where  f is the functor left

adjoint to A\-^A®H and H = F2 © H.

For a graded vector space N - ©¡>0 N¡, denote the Poincaré series by

fx(t) = 53i>o dimFp(Ni)tl. We then have the following result for the Poincaré

series of T(H®¿    1}).

Corollary 4.21. For p = 2 and N = T(H®S^}),

M .

fN(t)
_.(1+3+...+y-'-i)   (i + Q(i + f2)...(l + r2

(1 -0(1 - /3)...(1 _ ^2^-1) -

Proof. This follows easily from Proposition 4.20 and the known Poincaré series

for the Steinberg summands [MP]:

¿(l+3+-+2s-l)

/<S...n(0 = (l-Z)(l-Z3)...(l-Z2J-i) •

This result also follows from results of Carlisle and Walker [CW] who de-

termined the Poincaré series of the non-Steinberg summands occurring on the

right in Theorem 4.19.
For odd primes we suggest the following analog to Theorem 4.19.

Conjecture 4.22. Let X[St] = (p - 1, ... , p - 1) and let ax(p) = px -\-h ps,
then

(i) ax[st]p = 0 if ax(p) < (s - l)(p - I) ;
(ii) ax[st\ß =1 if (s- l)(p - 1) < ax(p) < s(p - 1) ; and

(hi) ax[St]ß = s+l if p = X[St].

Remark 4.23. Parts (i) and (iii) follow from Corollary 3.10(i) and Example

4.12, respectively. The above inductive proof for (ii) fails since ps may be

something other than 0 or p - 1.

5. The Campbell and Selick summands

Campbell and Selick [CS] have studied a certain collection of unstable mod-

ules Ms(j) for ; £ Z/(f - 1), with H®s s ®jeZ/(ps_x)Ms(j). In [S2], the

second author determined the value of the T functor on these summands. In

this section, we give a representation theoretic proof of his result.
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We first recall the description of the Ms(j) given by the first author using the

representation theory of the cyclic group C = (c) of order ps - 1 (see [H]). Fix

a primitive (ps - l)st root of unity co in Fp¡. The irreducible representations

of C over Fpi are one-dimensional; we denote them by Wj , j e Z/(ps - 1),

with c acting by multiplication by a>;.

To obtain Fp-representations of C we apply the Frobenius automorphism

(¡>: x t-> xp of FpS. For each orbit of (Fps)* under this action, choose a represen-

tative co1, and let I be the set of exponents occurring in these representatives.

Let z, be the number of elements in the orbit of to' :

z¡ = min{z > 0| 0)'pZ = co'}.

For i £ I, let V i = ©j^1 Wipk. Then the character of V¡ lies in Fp , so there

is an Fp-representation V¡ with F;®FpJ = F, [HB, 1.17].

Vi is an irreducible representation of FP[C]. In fact, V¡ is a projective

indecomposable isomorphic to Fp[C]fi for a unique primitive idempotent f

in FP[C] : FP[C] = ©íe/Fp[C]/¡. (This is just the familiar decomposition of
the commutative semisimple ring FP[C] as a direct sum of fields.) Note that

z, = dimFp hom¥¡¡[C](Vj ,V¡).

To fix an inclusion p: FP[C] —> Fp[MiS(Z/p)], let c act as left multipli-

cation by co on Fps with basis {1, o), ... , of~x}. For f , the idempotent

associated to V¡ we have by Proposition 1.8,

Fp[Ms,s(Z/P)]p(fi)^^ZibiflPß,

ß€A

where biß is the multiplicity of V¡ in p*(Vß), the restriction of Vß to FP[C].

Since F,-®Fpí = V¡ = ©^ Wipk, we have that biß also equals the multiplicity

of W¡ in (p)*(Vß®FpS), where p: Fps[C] -► Fps[MStS(Z/p)] is induced by p.

Definition 5.1. For each i £ I , let Ms(i) = ©^ ZiblßH®s, and let Ms(j) =

®ßbißH®s for ; = ipk (modps - 1).

Theorem 5.2 [S2].   T(Ms(j)) s Ms(j) © H®s.

Proof. Consider the map top: FP[C] —> Mps^pS(Fp)®Fp[MStS(Z/p)] (where x

was defined in §3). The image of the idempotent f under this map gives

T(Ms(i)) = Q)zlCißH®s,

ß

where c¡M is the multiplicity of V¡ in (x°p)*(VpS®Vß). We need the following

lemma, which is proved below.

Lemma 5.3.  ciß = YXIq ¿z-zt,a-
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We now have the following isomorphisms.

T(M(i)) - 0 Zi [¿ bt.k, A H®°
ß \k=0 J

= 0 ZibinH** © 0 zt [ ¿' bkA H®°
ß ß       \k=i      J

___ ps-i

*Ms(i)®ZiQ)Q)bkßH®s
k=\    ß

__ Ps-1 _

S Ms(i) © zt 0 Ms(k) <* Ms(i) © z¡H®s.

k=l

Since Ms(i) = z¡Ms(j) for j = ipk , the theorem follows.

Proof of Lemma 5.3. By tensoring with FpS, we have that Cjß is the multiplicity

of Wi in (T5-p)*(VpS ®Vß®Fps). Since Vp' ®Vß® FpS Si (Vp* ® FP0 ®FpS

(Vß ® Fpi), it follows that ciß is the multiplicity of W¡ in (/3 o p)*(FpI) ®FpS

P*(Vp ® FpO • It is easy to see that (ßop)t(VpS) =■ ©fj^1 TF^.. Also, for any

FpS[C]-representation  U, the multiplicity of IF,  in  Wk ®Fj  {7 equals the

multiplicity of W¡_k in U (this uses the fact that the W¡ are one-dimensional

group representations). Putting these facts together, we get

p'-i
Ciß = ^2 multiPlicuy of Wj_k in (p)*(Vß ®Fps),

k=0

which equals YfkS0l °i-k.ß ■   a

6.  TOPOLOGICAL APPLICATIONS

Let V denote the elementary abelian p-group (Z/p)s. As shown in [HK]

(and reviewed below), the ^-decompositions of H*(BV) can be topologically

realized by wedge decompositions of the space X(73F+). In this section, we use

the T functor to determine the homotopy type of map (B(Z/p), X), where X

is a wedge summand of £73 F.

For technical reasons we work in the category of simplicial sets, and the

mapping space will be the simplicial function space. Our principle tool is a

theorem due to Lannes which allows us to determine the mapping space if a

suitable candidate can be found. This theorem involves the Fp-completion,

(Fp)oo , defined by Bousfield and Kan [BK].

Theorem 6.1 [L, 7.2.1]. Suppose X and Y are spaces with H*X and H*Y

of finite type. Further suppose that there is map B(Z/p) x Y -^ X such that

T(H*X) a -S   H*Y is an isomorphism. Then the map

(FPUY - map(73(Z/p), (F,)«,*)

induced by co is a homotopy equivalence.

We now describe the space map(73(Z/p), BV).
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Proposition 6.2. (i) map(73(Z/p), 73 F) is homotopy equivalent to a disjoint

union of ps copies of BV.

(ii) Imap(73(Z/p),73F+)~piZ(73F+).

Proof, (ii) follows directly from (i).
The components of map(73(Z/p), 73F) correspond to homotopy classes of

maps from B(Z/p) to BV. These homotopy classes in turn correspond to

group homomorphisms from Z/p to V. Since there are ps elements of V,

there are ps components in map(73(Z/p), BV).

Now fix a map, B(Z/p) —► B V, and consider the component of

map(73(Z/p),73F),

containing tfi.   Denote this space by map(73(Z/p), BV)^ and take 4> to be

its base point. There is a map, map(73(Z/p), BV)^ -^-> 73F, which takes a

function and evaluates it at the base point, giving an element of BV . We will

show that ë induces an isomorphism on homotopy groups and is therefore a

homotopy equivalence.

A maps'" -2> map(73(Z/p), BV)^ , representing a class in

7Cmm&r)(B(Z/p),BV)4>,

gives a maps'" x73(Z/p) -> t3V, whose restriction to Sm\JB(Z/p) is (eoa)v0.
The cofibration

Sm V ß(Z/p) -► Sm x 73(Z/p) -» Sm A B(Z/p)

gives a split short exact sequence in cohomology with coefficients in V. As a

result
[Sm ,BV]x [B(Z/p), BV] S [Sm x B(Z/p) ,BV].

Therefore nm mao(B(Z/p), 73V)^ = nmBV with the isomorphism induced by

ë.   D

For any space Y, there is an evaluation map from B(Z/p) x map(73Z/p), Y)

to y. If we apply mod -p cohomology and then take the adjoint we get a
natural transformation, y/ , with

T(H*(Y)) -^ H*(map(B(Z/p), Y)).

For sufficiently nice Y, y/Y is an isomorphism.

Proposition 6.3.   ipsv and y/ßv+ are isomorphisms.

Proof. For y/ßv , we make use of the description of map(73(Z/p), BV) in

Proposition 6.2 and the description of T(H*(BV)) in Proposition 2.2. Note

that both T(H*(BV)) and H* map(73(Z/p), 73F) are isomorphic to psH*(BV)
as objects in f¿.

We can consider xpsv as an algebra endomorphism of 73(5) ® H*(BV) (see

Proposition 2.2). Using the splitting of the T functor which comes from split-

ting H as H © Fp it is not hard to show that y/By takes 1 ® 77* (73 V ) to
1 ® H*(BV). Thus it is sufficient to consider the restriction of y/Bv to B(s).

However y/sv induces a bijection on the set of algebra maps from B(s) to Fp .

This is just the correspondence between augmentations of T(H*(BV)) and the

components of map(73(Z/p), BV). Furthermore the algebra maps from 73(5)
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to Fp form a basis for the dual vector space 73(5)*. Thus y/sv is an isomor-

phism.
The result for y/Bv+ follows directly from the result for y/Bv •   □

We now study the space map(73(Z/p), Y.(BV+)). Consider the map

Imap(73(Z/p), X) -^ map(73(Z/p), IX)

defined by tpx(t A f)(x) = t A f(x).

Lemma 6.4. If y/x is an isomorphism, then 4>*x ° y/zx is an isomorphism.

Proof. Define co to be the composition of I x cf>x with evaluation. Then

ad(a>*) = <p*x o y/lx . By direct calculation the following diagram commutes.

(Sx V map(73(Z/p), X)) x B(Z/p) —+ Sx V X

I I
(Sx x map(73(Z/p), X)) x B(Z/p) ^ Sx x X

I I
(Sx A map(73(Z/p), X)) x B(Z/p) -^    Sx A X

Now we apply reduced cohomology to the above diagram and take the appro-

priate adjoints.

T(H*(1X))      "^      77*(Imap(73(Z/p),X))

* „i
T(H*(SX x X))     —♦     H*(SX x map(73(Z/p), X))

F(7Y*(S' V X))     —+     H*(SX V map(73(Z/p), X))

Note that both columns are split short exact sequences. Also the T functor

commutes with tensor products and direct sums. Furthermore, since H*(SX)
is finite, T(H*(SX)) = H*(SX). Using these facts it is not hard to show that

the middle horizontal map in the above diagram is 1 ® y/x while the lower

map is 1 + y/x . By hypothesis, y/x is an isomorphism, thus ad(co*) is an

isomorphism.   D

Corollary 6.5.  (j>*BV o y/LBV and <p*BV+ o y/z(ßv+) are isomorphisms.

Proof. Propositions 6.3 and 6.4.   □

Theorem 6.6.  map(B(Z/p), (FP)00X(73F+)) ~ (Fp)00(psZ(73F+)).

Proof. By Proposition 6.2, piZ(73F+) ~ Zmap(73(Z/p), BV+). The result fol-
lows by applying Theorem 6.1 with co defined as in the proof of Lemma 6.4.   D

Remark 6.7. (a) Note that L(BV+) ~ Sx Vlv3F. Since Sx is not Fp-complete,
the completions in the above theorem are necessary. However, 173 V is Fp-

complete (its homotopy groups are finite p-torsion groups). By the same argu-

ments as above, we can show that £map(73(Z/p), 73F) is homotopy equivalent
to (ps -l)Sx ypslBV and that

map(73(Z/p), Z73F) ~ (Fp)0O((pi - 1)5" Vp"LBV),

where we do not need a completion on the left.

(b) Bousfield [B, §11] has shown that Sx V Sx is Fp-bad (i.e., the completion

mapS1 V Sx —► (FP)00(S1 VS1) does not induce an isomorphism on mod-p
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homology). It follows that psL(BV+), which has psSx as a retract, if Fp-bad.

It also follows that y/j.{Bv+) is not an isomorphism.

We now wish to find the analog of Theorem 6.6 when X(73F+) is replaced by

one of its wedge summands. To review the wedge decomposition of L(BV+) we

first recall the following general method for determining wedge decompositions

of XX for a connected p-local space X (see [Co]). Given a self-map / of

IX, define the telescope tel/(XX) as (Y[neN(LX x [2zz, 2zz + 1]))/ ~, where

(x, 2« + 1) ~ (f(x) ,2n + 2) for x £ XX and zz 6 N. Define XX -^ tel/(XX)
by x \-* (x, 0). Given self-maps fx, ... , fa of XX, we get a map

6: XX p-^h XX V • ■ • V XX ̂ ^fN \J tel/((XX).

;=i

If the fi induce an orthogonal idempotent decomposition of the identity 1 =

/i* H-+ fff m end%(H*(LX)), then 6 is a homology equivalence. If X is
p-local then so is XX, thus 6 is a homotopy equivalence and gives a wedge
decomposition of XX.

Since 73 F is connected and p-local we can apply this procedure to X73F.

The coproduct on 'LBV induces a group structure on the set of homotopy
classes of base point preserving self-maps, [Xt3F, X73F]. While this group

is in general nonabelian, the map from [X73F, X73F] to end%(H*LBV) is a

group homomorphism. It is a consequence of the work of Adams, Gunawar-

dena, and Miller [AGM] that this homomorphism is surjective. As a result any

decomposition of H*LBV into ^-summands can be realized as a decomposi-

tion of X73F as a bouquet simply by choosing elements in [X73F, Xt3F] which

induce the appropriate idempotents in end% (H*LBV).

The indecomposable decomposition of H*BV+ in Proposition 2.4 gives an

indecomposible decomposition of H*L(BV+). Since X73F is simply connected

and H* S ' is concentrated in degree one, end% (H*L(BV+)) is isomorphic to

end^(H*Sx)®end^(H*I,BV) as endg/(7Y*X(73F+))-modules. Furthermore any

primitive idempotent in end%? (H*L(BV+)) must lie in either end& (H*Sl) or

end^(77*X73F).  In fact, FPS1  is the indecomposable summand X77(®s    0).

Let X(o.o) = S1 . For X ̂  (0, ... , 0), the primitive idempotents ex lie in

end^(H*1BV). For these X, let fx £ [LBV, LBV] be a map which induces

ex £ end(H*LBV), and let Xx = tel/, LBV. Thus L(BV+) ~ \JXeA dimF,(F¿)Ai .
It follows that psL(BV+) ~ V/ieAP'sdimFjj(l^)X/l ; we fix such a decomposition.

For the space \JX cxXx with cx < ps dimF(,(Fi), we denote the obvious inclusion

(mapping qX^ onto the first cx Xx 's in psL(BV+) ) by i and the projection by
n.

Proposition 6.8. Any direct summand of H*(psL(BV+)) can be realized by a

wedge summand of psL(BV+). More precisely, let B -^ H*(psL(BV+)) be the

inclusion of a summand.   So B = @xCxLH®s  with Cx < p^dimp^Fi).   Let

Y = \¡xcxXx and let Y -U piX(73F+) be the inclusion as above.   Then there

is a homotopy equivalence h of psL(BV+) such that B ' °—i °J H*(Y) is an

isomorphism.
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— k
Proof. Let H*(psL(BV+)) —> 73 be the projection. The endomorphisms e —

jok and d = (ion)* are the idempotents in end% (H*psL(BV+)) determining 73

and H*(Y). Since this endomorphism ring is a finite-dimensional algebra, we

can refine the idempotent decompositions e+(l-e) and d+(l-d) to primitive

orthogonal decompositions and any two primitive orthogonal decompositions

are conjugate. It follows that there exists a unit, u, such that u~xeu — d .

We wish to choose u so that u — h* for some homotopy equivalence h.

Since psLBV is simply connected and H*psSx is concentrated in degree one,

we have

end^(/7*pîX(73Kf)) £ end^(H*psSx)(B end^(H*psLBV).

Thus we can choose ux, the restriction of u to H*psSx, independently of u2 ,

the restriction of u to H*LBV. Since the map from [psLBV, psLBV] to

end%(H*psLBV) is surjective and psLBV is simply connected and p-local,

any unit in end%(H*psLBV) is induced by some homotopy equivalence of

p*X73 F . Thus for any choice of u2 , there is a homotopy equivalence h2 with

h\-u2.

There are, however, units in end^(H*psSx) which are not induced by ho-

motopy equivalences of psSx. As a result we must choose ux with care.

Let ex and dx be the restrictions of e and d to H*psSx. The image of dx

is the subspace spanned by the first C(0,...,o) elements of the standard basis. We

can chooses a basis for the image of ex and extend to a basis for H*psSx so that

the change of basis matrix ux (having u\xexux = dx ) is, up to a permutation of

the columns, lower triangular with ones on the diagonal. By Lemma 6.9 below,

there is a homotopy equivalence hx in [psSx, psSx] with (hx)* = ux.

Finally, let h = hx V h2 in [psL(BV+), psL(BV+)] By the choice of h we
have (h~x)*jkh* — n*i*. Multiplying this formula on the right by (h~l)*j

yields (h~l)*j = n*i*(h-xYJ. It follows that i*(h~x)*j : B -» H*(Y) is

a monomorphism and hence an isomorphism since 73 and H*(Y) have the

same dimension in each degree.   D

Lemma 6.9. Suppose u £ end%(H*mSx) = Mm,m(Fp) is a lower triangular

matrix whose diagonal entries are 1. Then there is a homotopy equivalence of
mSx, say h, with h* = u.

Proof. An element in [mSx, mSx] is determined by the map induced on

7ri(zzzS'), the free group on zzz generators. Take {br} to be the standard gener-

ating set and let u be the matrix (usl). Define h by h(br) = b"r[ ■ ■ ■ bur'^x~X)br.

Clearly h* = u. Define g recursively starting with g(bx) = bx and setting

g(br) = (g(b"rl ■ ■ ■ b"*r¡~l)))~lbr. Direct calculation shows that hog and g o h

are both the identity. Thus h is a homotopy equivalence.   G

Remark6.10. Note that the map Mmm(Z) —> [mSx, znS1] does not necessarily

send invertible matrices to homotopy equivalences.
We now prove the main result of this section.

Theorem 6.11. Let X be a wedge summand of L(BV+), and let Y = \JxCxXx,

where T(H*X) Si &xcxLH®s. Then map(B(Z/p), (FP)00X) ~ (Fp)007. If X
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is a wedge summand of LBV, then X is F ¡¡-complete and map(B(Z/p), X) ~

(FP)ocY.

Proof. Let p: L(BV+) —► X be the projection. By Corollary 6.5(h) and Propo-
sition 6.2(h), the composition

T(H*X) T^0 T(H*L(BV+)) *'v^By+) H*(Lmap(B(Z/p), BV+))

^ H*(p"L(BV+))

is an isomorphism onto a direct summand 73 -^ H*(psL(BV+)). Take h as

in Lemma 6.8 and let / = h~x o i from Y to psLBV (so t3 £% H*(Y) is an

isomorphism).

Consider the map co : BZ/p x Y —> X given by the following diagram:

73(Z/p) x 7

73(Z/p)xp*X(73F+)

1=

73(Z/p) x Lmap(B(Z/p),BV+)

B(Z/p)xmap(B(Z/p),L(BV+)) -^ L(BV+)

l\xmap(B(Z/p),p)

B(Z/p) x map(73(Z/p), X)      —^—♦      X

By construction, ad(co*) is an isomorphism.   Hence the result follows from
Theorem 6.1.    G

The following special case follows from the algebraic results of the previous

sections.

Theorem 6.12.  map(B(Z/p), (FP)00XA) ~ (Fp)0O(V/i6A aXßXß).

Proof. We apply Theorem 6.11 with X = Xx and Y — \J aXßXß . This is the

appropriate Y since T(H*(XX)) Si ̂ ßaXßLH®s by Theorem 3.2.   G

We conclude with a comment about the Fp-completions in Theorem 6.12.

S1 = X(o o) is the only indecomposable wedge summand of L(BV+) which

fails to be Fp-complete. So unless X = (0, ... , 0) the first completion is redun-

dant. Since psLBV is Fp-complete, the second completion is also redundant

unless £i;t(o,...,o) ¥" 0- Recall from Example 3.12 that

J 1    if X = X[d],

\ 0   otherwise.

Corollary 6.13. // X / X[d], then map(B(Z/p), Xx) ¡s V„€A alßXß .
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Appendix. aXß for small p and 5

We tabulate the values for the coefficients axß occurring in Theorem 3.2

for small values of p and 5 in Tables 1-3. The coefficient aXß occurs in the

c(X)th row and c(p)ih column, where c(X) = £)/=1 X¡p', and rows (columns)

are numbered from 0 to ps - 1. This ordering is chosen so as to make the

consequences of the results of the paper easy to recognize. For example, the
upper left ps~x xps~x subblock of each table gives the {aXß} for H®(s-X), and

by Theorem 4.11, this subblock added to the lower left ps~x x ps~x subblock

gives the lower right ps~x x ps_1 subblock. Also note that the lower right

(p - l)pi_1 x (p - l)pi_1 subblock gives the {a'Xfl} ; Example 4.8 shows that the

ps-i x ps-\ subblocks of this are the same along diagonals.

In general, the entries were found using the methods of Carlisle sketched in

the second part of §4. The entries following from Corollary 3.10 and Theorem

4.11 are printed in bold face.

Table 1.  aXß for p = 2 and s < 4

aXß

0000

1000

0100

1100

0010

1010

0110

1110

0001 20 20

1001

0101 12 12

1101

0011

1011 14

Olli

1111
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